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 Ubiquity in Category for Metric Spaces and Transition Systems
 M AURICE P OUZET  AND B ERNARD R OUX
 We characterize the notion of ubiquity in category , introduced and developed by P . J .
 Cameron since 1985 , in terms of prehomogeneity , a notion introduced by J . F . Pabion for
 relational structures in 1972 . We apply this characterization first to metric spaces and
 particularly graphs equipped with the graphic distance , and then to transition systems . The
 transition system that we display on this occasion has the same homogeneity properties as
 Rado’s graph and could have similar randomness properties .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 This paper is motivated by the general and somewhat vague question : Can machines
 built at random have similar performance to machines designed by intelligent
 processes? To approach it , some limitations are in order : Which type of machines , or
 what kind of randomness? Instead of Turing machines , we started with automata . This
 led us to transition systems , but then random graphs came into the picture . To avoid
 dif ficult questions concerning finite structures , we considered denumerable ones , having
 in mind the ‘ random graph ’ ,  i . e . Rado’s graph and the Erdo ¨  s – Re ´  nyi theorem . A frame
 to deal with extensions of the Erdo ¨  s – Renyi theorem was proposed by P . J . Cameron in
 1985 and has been intensively studied by him and his school . The frame is based on his
 notion of ubiquity , as follows .
 The  age A  of a relational structure  R  is the set of the isomorphism types of its finite
 substructures . A denumerable structure  R  is  ubiquitous  if the set  Is ( R ) of isomorphic
 copies of  R  is ‘big’ in the class  C A  of structures (based on  v  ) ,  the ages of which are
 contained in  A .  ‘Big’ can be understood in terms of measure or in terms of Baire’s
 category :  R  is  ubiquitous in measure  if  Is ( R ) has measure 1 and  R  is  ubiquitous in
 category  if  Is ( R ) is a residual subset of  C A .  There is little ambiguity on the possible
 topologies on  C A  ,  but serious problems arise with measure . Here we consider ubiquity
 in category .
 We show the equivalence between this notion and the notion of prehomogeneity ,
 defined by J . F . Pabion for multirelations in 1972 [13] . This characterization was the
 subject of a talk by the second author at Symposium Fraı ¨ sse ´  (Marseille , 1990) . An
 equivalent characterization , based on the notion of an  enforceable model ,  has been
 presented by W . Hodges in his recent book [9 , Ch . 8] . The characterization that we
 give seems to us easier to handle , as the notion of prehomogeneity is quite simple , and
 it also contains the existence criterion for prehomogeneous structures given in 1972 by
 the first author [17] . We apply this characterization to metric spaces , for which the set
 of distance values is denumerable . This leads to results for graphs , including on one
 hand Rado’s graph and on the other hand a graph which is homogeneous and universal
 with respect to isometries . The application of amalgamation techniques to metric
 spaces , and particularly to graphs , has been done by P . J . Cameron , as mentioned in
 [3] . Coming back to our original problem , we consider transition systems as metric
 spaces , the distance between two states of a transition system being the language
 accepted by the automaton formed with this transition system and these two states .
 Our main result reads as follows .
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 T HEOREM .  There exists a countable transition system Q R a t which has the following
 properties :
 (1)  the languages accepted between any two states are always rational ;
 (2)  e y  ery isometry  ( i .e . a map - preser y  ing languages )  from a finite set of states into
 another extends to an isometry on the whole set of states ;
 (3)  e y  ery finite transition system isometrically embeds into Q R a t  ;
 (4)  the orbit Is ( Q R a t )  is a residual subset of the set  1 R a t of transition systems based on  v
 and satisfying condition  (1) , pro y  ided that we consider the discrete topology on the set
 Rat of rational languages , and the topology of simple con y  ergence on  1 Rat .
 In model-theoretic terms , condition (2) means that  Q R a t  is homogeneous (with
 respect to isometries) . The existence and uniqueness (up to an isometry) of a transition
 system satisfying (1) , (2) and (3) follows easily from the well-known amalgamation
 condition of R . Fraı ¨ sse ´  . Condition (4) follows from our characterization of ubiquity .
 This transition system seem to be an interesting object to study .
 2 .  A C HARACTERIZATION  OF U BIQUITY  IN C ATEGORY
 In Sections 2 . 1 – 2 . 4 , we review the model-theoretic notions that we need . Most of this
 material is basic and well-known . Our characterization of ubiquity in category and the
 link with homogeneity are in Sections 2 . 5 and 2 . 6 .
 2 . 1 .  The space of realizations .  The notations and terms used here are common in
 model theory . The set of non-negative integers is denoted by  v .  We write  a$   instead of
 ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n ) .
 We consider a language  L  which consists of signs for the equality and usual logical
 connectives and quantifiers , and of countably many variable , predicate and function
 symbols . The variable symbols belong to the set  h x i  3  i  P  v  \ h 0 jj ; and if  x$   holds for
 ( x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n ) ,  an  existential  (respectively ,  uni y  ersal )  n - formula  is a formula which can be
 written in the form  ' y$  θ  ( x$  ,  y$  ) (respectively ,  ; y$  θ  ( x$  ,  y$  )) ,  where  θ  is a quantifier-free
 formula (or , briefly , a  free formula ) .  A formula without free variables is a  sentence .  We
 denote by  ' n  (respectively ,  F n  and  F 0 ) the set of existential  n -formulae (respectively ,
 the set of  n -formulae and the set of sentences) .
 A  realization M  on  E  of the language  L  is obtained if every predicate symbol and
 function symbol is interpreted by a relation or a function based on  E .  The set  E  is
 called the  base  of  M  and is denoted by  u M u .  Given a realization  M  of  L  and an
 n -formula  w ,  we write  M  X  w ( a$  ) if  w ( a$  ) holds in  M .
 Thus the set  Ω  of the realizations on  v  of the language  L  can be seen as a product
 space , each factor corresponding to a relation symbol or a function symbol and being of
 the form 2 v
 n
  or  v v
 n
 .  Once each factor (2 or  v  ) is equipped with the discrete topology ,
 Ω  becomes a topological space (in fact , a complete metric space for a metric which is
 compatible with the product topology) . From this it follows that  Ω  and all its closed
 subsets are Baire spaces for this topology . For the reader’s convenience , let us recall
 that a subset of a topological space is  nowhere dense  (or  rare ) if the interior of its
 closure is empty , a countable union of nowhere dense sets is said to be of the  first
 category  (or  meager ) ,  and its complementary set is said to be  residual  (or  comeager ) .  A
 countable intersection of open sets is a  G d  set and a countable union of closed sets is an
 F s  set . A topological space  E  is called a  Baire space  if every non-empty open subset of
 E  is residual . Finally , a complete metric space is a Baire space . See , for example ,
 [2 ,  IX ,  § 5] .
 A basic  clopen  set of  Ω  contains the realizations of  L  satisfying a finite number of
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 conditions , each of them expressing the fact that a relation or a function takes or does
 not take a given value for an  m -tuple . All of these conditions can be transcribed by the
 satisfaction of an  n -formula over an  n -tuple , and so a basic clopen set of  Ω  is a set of
 the form  Ω ( w ,  a$  )  5  h N  P  Ω  3  N  X  w ( a$  ) j ,  where  w  is a free  n -formula . We will also use the
 obvious notations  Ω ( w ) for a sentence  w  and  Ω ( G ,  a$  ) for a set  G  of  n -formulae . Note
 that if  w  is an existential (respectively , universal) , then  Ω ( w ,  a$  ) is open (respectively ,
 closed) .
 2 . 2 .  The space of maximal existential n - types .  A  theory  is a set  T  of sentences closed
 under conjunction and  modus ponens .  It is  consistent  if it has a model . We will assume
 throughout that  T  is consistent . The theory  T  is  uni y  ersal  if it is the closure of a set of
 universal sentences . The collection of universal sentences belonging to  T  is denoted  T ; .
 A theory  T  is  inducti y  e  if the union of every increasing chain of models of  T  is again a
 model of  T .  A theory  T  has the  joint embedding property  ( JEP ) if any two models of  T
 have a common extension which is a model of  T .  As is well-known (see [10 ,  A2 ,  § 2)] , a
 theory  T  is inductive if  T  is axiomatised by  ;'  sentences (that is , sentences of the form
 ; x$  ' y$  w ( x$  ,  y$  ) ,  where  w  is quantifier-free) and  T  has the JEP if f for each pair  h w ,  c  j  of
 universal sentences , if ( w  ∨  c  )  P  T  then either  w  P  T  or  c  P  T .
 Given a theory  T ,  a set  G  of  n -formulae consistent with  T  is a  complete n - type  if :
 (i)  w  P  G  and  c  P  G  imply ( w  ∧  c  )  P  G  ;
 (ii)  ( w  ∨  c  )  P  G  implies  w  P  G  or  c  P  G  ; and
 (iii)  w  P  G  and  T  X  ( w  5  c  ) imply  c  P  G .
 If we restrict this definition to existential formulae , this defines an  existential n - type .
 A  maximal existential n - type  is an existential  n -type which is maximal for inclusion in
 the set of existential  n -types . For each integer  n  and for a theory  T ,  the set of
 existential  n -types (respectively , maximal existential  n -types) is denoted by  G n ( T  )
 (respectively ,  ¸  n ( T  )) .  Given a model  M  of  T  and a  n -tuple  a$  ,  we denote by  G  ( M ,  a$  )
 the set of existential  n -formulae  w  such that  M  X  w ( a$  ) .  Notice that this is an existential
 n -type . An existential  n -type  G  for which there is some realization  M  and some  n -tuple
 a$   such that  G  5  G  ( M ,  a$  ) will be said to be  realized in a $  .  Every existential  n -type is
 realized , as can be proved by compactness . If  G  is an existential  n -type and if  w  is an
 n -formula for which  G  <  h w j  is consistent with  T ,  then there exists an existential  n -type
 which contains  w  and all the formulae of  G .  Also if ( G n ) n P v  is an increasing sequence of
 existential  n -types , then  !  h G n  3  n  P  v  j  is an existential  n -type . Hence every existential
 n -type is included in a maximal existential  n -type . In fact , if a model  M  realizes  G  and
 G 1  is an  n -type containing  G ,  then there is some extension of  M  which realizes  G 1 .
 2 . 2 . 1 .  P ROPOSITION .  An existential n - type  G  is maximal if f , for each existential
 formula  w , either  w  belongs to  G  or there exists an existential n - formula  c  P  G  which is
 inconsistent with T  <  h w j .
 P ROOF .  If  G  is a maximal existential  n -type and if  w  is an existential  n -formula not
 belonging to  G ,  then  G  <  h w j  is inconsistent with  T ,  and so there is (by the compactness
 theorem) a finite subset  G 1 of  G  for which  G 1  <  h w j  is inconsistent with  T .  The  n -formula
 :  h c  3  c  P  G 1 j  is inconsistent with  T  <  h w j ,  and so the theorem is proved .  h
 The set  P ( F n ) of all the subsets of  F n  can be seen as a product space . Since  F n  is
 denumerable , this product is simply 2 v .  Since this product is compact (by Tychonov’s
 theorem) , all the closed subsets of  P ( F n ) are Baire spaces . Every open subset of  P ( F n )
 contains a clopen set of the form  h A  P  P ( F n )  3  I  Ô  A ,  J  >  A  5  [ j ,  where  I  and  J  are
 finite subsets of  F n .  Once  P ( F n ) is equipped with this topology ,  G n ( T  ) is a closed
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 subset of  P ( F n ) [12 ,  pp . 233 – 235] and it is so a Baire space . Every open subset of
 G n ( T  )  contains a clopen set of the form  h A  P  G n ( T  )  3  w  P  A ,  c  ¸  A j  for some existential
 n -formulae  w  and  c  (see the definition of a  n -type) . The subset  ¸  n ( T  ) of maximal
 existential  n -types is not inevitably a closed subspace of  G n ( T  ) for the induced
 topology . Still , it is a  G d  set , and thus a Baire space [2 ,  IX ,  § 5] . From Proposition 2 . 2 . 1 ,
 it follows that the sets of the form  h G  maximal existential  n -type  3  w  P  G  j ,  where  w  is an
 existential  n -formula , form a basis of clopen sets of  ¸  n ( T ) .
 2 . 3 .  Existentially closed models .  The following notion has been introduced by A .
 Robinson [19 , p . 249] and was intensively studied in the 1970s . We will recall the facts
 that we need : see [11] and [20] for further details .
 A model  M  of a universal theory  T  is  existentially closed  if , for every model  N  of  T
 extending  M ,  and for every existential  n -formula  w  and for every  n -tuple  a$   in  u M u n ,  we
 have  N  X  w ( a$  )  é  M  X  w ( a$  ) .  For a universal theory  T ,  a model  M  of  T  is existentially
 closed if f all the existential  n -types realized by  M  are maximal . Therefore every model
 of a universal theory embeds into an existentially closed model , and an existential
 n -type  G  is maximal if  G  is realized by some existentially closed model of  T .  The subset
 of  Ω  consisting of models of  T  (respectively , of existentially closed models of  T  ) is
 denoted by  Mod v ( T  ) (respectively ,  EC v  ( T  )) .  For each existential  n -formula  w ,  put
 Inc ( w )  5  h c  P  ' n  3  h c  j  <  T  is consistent ,  h w ;  c  j  <  T  is not j ,  Inc ( w ,  a$  )  5  !  h Ω ( c  ,  a$  )  3  c  P
 Inc ( w ) j ,  Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  5  Ω ( w ,  a$  )  <  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) .
 2 . 3 . 1 .  T HEOREM .  (a)  Mod v ( T  )  is a closed subset of  Ω .
 (b)  EC v ( T  )  is a G d  dense subset of Mod v  ( T  ) .
 P ROOF .  (a)  The theory  T  is the deductive closure of a set  A  of universal sentences ,
 and  Mod v ( T  )  5  "  h Ω ( w )  3  w  P  A j .  Since each  w  is universal ,  Ω ( w ) is closed and hence
 Mod v ( T  )  is closed .
 (b)  For each existential  n -formula  w  and for each  n -tuple  a$  ,  the set  Ω ( w ,  a$  ) is an
 open subset of  Ω ; it follows that  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) and  Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) are both open .
 We claim that  EC v ( T  )  5  "  h Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  3  n  P  v  , a $  P  v  n ,  w  P  ' n j .
 For each existential  n -formula  w  and for each  n -tuple  a$  ,  the set  EC v  ( T  ) is a subset of
 Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) (Proposition 2 . 2 . 1) . Conversely , let  M  be an element of  "  h Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  3  n  P  v  ,
 a$  P  v  n ,  w  P  ' n j .  First ,  M  is a model of  T .  Let  θ  be a universal sentence in  T .  We may
 write  θ  in the form  ; x$  w ( x$  ) ,  where  w  is a free  n -formula (and thus an existential
 formula) . If  θ  does not hold in  M ,  then there is some  a$  P  v  n  such that  M  ¸  Ω ( w ,  a$  ) .
 But  M  P  Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) and so  M  P  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) ,  meaning that there is a formula  c  consistent
 with  T  such that  M  P  Ω ( c  ,  a$  ) and  T  <  h w  ∧  c  j  is inconsistent . But  θ  P  T ,  and  h c  j  <  T
 consistent implies  h w  ∧  c  j  <  T  consistent . This leads to a contradiction and to
 M  P  Mod v  ( T  ) .  Second , each existential  n -type  G  realized by  M  is maximal : for that , it
 is enough to show that , for every  w  such that  w  ¸  G ,  there is some  c  P  G  such that  w  ∧  c
 is inconsistent with  T  (Proposition 2 . 2 . 1) . Let  a$   be an  n -tuple ,  G  5  G  ( M ,  a$  ) and  w  ¸  G .
 Since  w  ¸  G ,  we have  M  ¸  Ω ( w ,  a$  ) ,  but because from our hypothesis  M  P  Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) we
 obtain  M  P  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) ,  which gives the required  c  .
 From the above claims ,  EC v ( T  ) is a  G d  set . Since  Mod v  ( T  ) is closed in  Ω ,  it is a
 Baire space ; thus it suf fices to prove that  Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  >  Mod v ( T  ) is dense for every integer
 n ,  for every existential  n -formula and for every  n -tuple  a$  .  Every open set of  Ω  contains
 a clopen set of the form  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  ) .  Now consider an integer  m ,  an existential  m -formula
 θ  ,  an  m -tuple  b $   and any set  Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) .  We have to prove that  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  )  >  Mod v  ( T  )  ?
 [  é  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  )  >  Mod v  ( T  )  >  Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  ?  [ .
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 Assume that  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  )  >  Mod v  ( T  )  >  Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  5  [ .  Let  d  ( x$  ,  y$  ) be a free  n -formula
 describing  a$  , b $  ,  and how  a$   and  b $   are related (take a conjunction of formulae of the
 form ( x i  5  x j ) ,  ( x i  5  y j ) ,  (  y i  5  y j ) or their negations , putting for example ( x i  5  y j ) if f
 a i  5  b j ) ,  so that for an element  M  of  Mod v  ( T  ) , M  X  d  ( c$  ,  d $  ) if f there is a permutation  s
 of  v  such that  c$  5  s  ( a$  ) and  d $  5  s  ( b $  ) .  Let  c  be the existential  n -formula  ' y$  ,
 θ  ( y$  )  ∧  d  ( x$  ,  y$  ) .  Thus  c  is consistent with  T ,  and there is no element  M 1 of  Mod v ( T  )
 such that  M 1  X  w  ∧  c .  Indeed , if there is such an element , let  c$   and  d $   be such that
 M 1  X  w ( c$  )  ∧  θ  ( d $  )  ∧  d  ( c$  ,  d $  ) .  Let  s  be a permutation of  v  such that  s  ( c$  )  5  a$   and
 s  ( d $  )  5  b $  .  It transforms  M 1 into a model  M 2 of  T  such that  M 2  X  θ  ( b $  ) and  M 2  X  w ( a$  ) ,
 contradicting our assumption .  h
 2 . 4 .  Maximal existential n - types and prehomogeneity
 2 . 4 . 1 .  D EFINITION .  Let  T  be a theory . An existential  n -formula  w  is  existentially
 atomic  if :
 (i)  w  is consistent with  T  ;
 (ii)  for all existential  n -formulae  θ  1  ,  θ  2  ,  if  w  ∧  θ  1 and  w  ∧  θ  2 are consistent with  T ,  then
 w  ∧  θ  1  ∧  θ  2  is consistent with  T .
 Given an existential  n -formula  w ,  let  Cons T  h w j  be the set of existential  n -formulae  c
 such that  w  ∧  c  is consistent with  T .
 2 . 4 . 2 .  L EMMA .  Let  G  be a collection of existential n - formulae . The following are
 equi y  alent
 (i)  G  is an isolated point of  ¸  n ( T  ) .
 (ii)  G  5  Cons T  h w j  for some existentially atomic existential n - formula  w .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be an isolated point of  ¸  n ( T  ) .  Then there exists an  n -formula  w  such
 that  G  is the unique maximal existential  n -type which contains  w .  Every  n -formula
 w  ∧  θ  ,  consistent with  T ,  belongs to an existential  n -type which is included in a maximal
 existential  n -type  G .  Thus  w  is existentially atomic and  G  5  Cons T  h w j .  The converse is
 obvious .  h
 2 . 4 . 3 .  C OROLLARY .  E y  ery existential n - formula consistent with T is consistent with an
 existentially atomic n - formula if f the set of isolated maximal n - types is dense in  ¸  n ( T  ) .
 If the equivalent conditions in the above corollary are satisfied for all integer  n ,  the
 theory  T  is said to be  existentially atomic .
 2 . 4 . 4 .  T HEOREM .  Gi y  en a countable realization M of a countable language , the
 following conditions are equi y  alent :
 (i)  For each integer n and each n - tuple a $  , there is an existential n - formula  θ  a$ such that
 for e y  ery b $  in  u M u n :  M  X  θ  a$ ( b $  )  if f there is an automorphism  s  of M which carries a $  to b $  .
 (ii)  For each integer n , e y  ery complete n - type realized by M is generated by an
 existential n - formula modulo the complete theory Th ( M ) .
 (iii)  For each integer n , e y  ery existential n - type realized in M is maximal and isolated in
 ¸  n ( T  ) , where T is the uni y  ersal theory generated by M .
 A structure satisfying one of the above conditions is said to be  prehomogeneous .  This
 notion was introduced by J . F . Pabion in 1972 [13] , and also studied by the first author
 in [17] (see also [20]) .
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 P ROOF .  The proof of (i)  é  (ii)  é  (iii)  é  (i) is omitted . The implication (iii)  é  (i) is
 deduced from the following lemma . The above two results can be found in [13] .
 2 . 4 . 5 .  L EMMA .  Let M i be a countable model of a theory T i and let a $  i be an element of
 u M i u n for i  5  1 ,  2 . If e y  ery existential n - type realized in M i is maximal and isolated in
 ¸  n ( T i ) , and if M 1  and M 2  realize the same existential n - type in a $  1  and in a $  2  respecti y  ely ,
 then there is an isomorphism  s  from M 1  onto M 2  such that  s  ( a$  1 )  5  a$  2  .
 2 . 4 . 6 .  T HEOREM .  Two countable prehomogeneous structures satisfying the same
 uni y  ersal sentences are isomorphic .
 2 . 4 . 7 .  L EMMA .  Let T be a uni y  ersal theory and let  G  be a maximal existential n - type .
 The subset of EC v ( T  )  consisting of models M which omits  G  is a G d  . If  G  is not isolated
 in  ¸  n ( T  ) , then this G d  is dense in Mod v  ( T  ) .
 P ROOF .  Given  G  and  a$  P  v  n ,  the following are equivalent for a model  M  of  T  :
 (i)  G  ( M ,  a$  )  Ô  G  ;
 (ii)  ; w  P  G , M  ¸  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) .
 Since  Inc ( w ,  a$  ) is an open subset of  Ω ,  h M  P  Mod v  ( T  ) / G  ( M ,  a$  )  Ô  G  j  is closed . Thus
 h M  P  Mod v  ( T  ) / ; a$  P  v  n ,  G  ( M ,  a$  )  <  G  ?  G  j  is a  G d  ,  and  h M  P  Mod v  ( T  ) / ; a$  P  v  n ,
 G  ( M ,  a$  )  ?  G  j  is a  G d  subset of  EC v  ( T  ) .
 Now , we consider the subset consisting of models of  T  which do not realize  G  in  a$  ,
 and we suppose that this subset is not dense in Mod v ( T  ) . Thus there is a non-empty
 clopen subset  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  ) (where  b $   is an  m -tuple and  θ  is a free  m -formula) , so that all the
 elements of  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  ) realize  G  in  a$  .  It turns out that the formula  ' y$  θ  ( y$  )  ∧  d  ( x$  ,  y$  ) (as
 defined at the end of the proof of Theorem 2 . 3 . 1 . ) is atomic .  h
 2 . 4 . 8 .  L EMMA .  Let n be a positi y  e integer . Gi y  en a $  in  v  n , then the subset K ( a$  ) ,
 consisting of models M such that  G  ( M ,  a$  )  is maximal and isolated in  ¸  n ( T  ) , is a G d
 subset of Mod v ( T  ) .
 If the set of isolated points of  ¸  n ( T  )  is dense in  ¸  n ( T  ) , then K ( a$  )  is dense in
 Mod v ( T  ) .
 P ROOF .  Given  n  and  a$   in  v  n ,  a model  M  belongs to  K ( a$  ) if f  M  belongs to
 "  h Ω I ( w ,  a$  ) \ w n -formula j  (which is a dense  G d  subset of  Mod v  ( T  ) ; see the proof of
 Theorem 2 . 3 . 1) and realizes an existentially atomic formula in  a$  .  Thus the intersection
 K ( a$  )  of the sets  " h Ω I ( w ,  a$  )  3  w  n -formula j  and  ! h Ω ( w ,  a$  )  3  w  existentially atomic
 n -formula j is a  G d  set .
 Now , we suppose that the set of isolated points of  ¸  n ( T  ) is dense in  ¸  n ( T  ) .  Consider
 and integer  m ,  a free formula  θ  ,  a  m -tuple  b $   such that  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  ) is a non-empty clopen
 subset of  Mod v ( T  ) .  As in the proof of Theorem 2 . 3 . 1 . there exists a formula  θ  1 ( x$  ,  y$  )
 which describes how  a$   and  b $   are related and implies  θ  ( y$  ) .  The subset  h G  3  G  maximal
 existential  n -type and ( ' y$  θ  1 ( x$  ,  y$  ))  P  G  j  of  ¸  n ( T  ) is open . Because of our assumptions ,
 it contains an isolated existential  n -type  G 1 .  The type  G 1 is realized by a model  M  and
 there exist  c$   and  d $   so that  M 1  X  θ  1 ( c$  ,  d $  ) and  G 1  5  G  ( M 1  ,  c$  ) .  Any one-to-one correspon-
 dence  s  ,  such as  s  ( c$  )  5  a$   and  s  ( d $  )  5  b $  ,  proves the existence of a model  M ,  so that
 M  P  Ω ( θ  ,  b $  )  and  G  ( M ,  a$  ) is maximal and isolated . This proves the lemma .  h
 These ingredients allow us to give an alternative proof of the following theorem ,
 which can be found in [17] .
 2 . 4 . 9 .  T HEOREM .  Let T be a uni y  ersal theory ha y  ing the  (JEP) .  Then there exists a
 prehomogeneous structure M such that T is the uni y  ersal theory generated by M if f T is
 existentially atomic .
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 P ROOF .  Suppose that  T  is existentially atomic , according to Lemma 2 . 4 . 8 the
 collection of models  M  such that each existential type is maximal and isolated is a
 dense  G d  set , hence is non empty . Elements of this collection are prehomogeneous .
 The converse follows from 2 . 4 . 3 and the next lemma .  h
 2 . 4 . 10 .  L EMMA .  Let M be prehomogeneous and let T be the uni y  ersal theory
 generated by M . Then the set of maximal and isolated n - types is dense in  ¸  n ( T  ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be a maximal existential  n -type which is not isolated . Consider an
 n -formula  ' y$  θ  ( x$  ,  y$  ) belonging to  G .  Then the sentence  ' x$  ' y$  θ  ( x$  ,  y$  ) is realized by a
 model of  T ,  and thus belongs to the 0-type realized by  M .  So there is an  n -tuple  a$   such
 that  ' y$  θ  ( x$  ,  y$  ) belongs to the maximal existential  n -type realized in  a$   by  M .  This  n -type
 is isolated (Theorem 2 . 4 . 4) .  h
 2 . 5 .  Ubiquity in category and prehomogeneity .  Let  M  P  Ω .  We denote by  G 0 ( M ) the
 0-type realized by  M ,  and let  X  ( M ) be the set consisting of models in  Ω  which are
 models of the universal theory generated by  M .  The subspace  X  ( M )  5  h N  P
 Ω  3  G 0 ( N )  Ô  G 0 ( M ) j  of  Ω  is a closed subspace and it so is a Baire space . According to
 Cameron [5] ,  M  is  ubiquitous in category  if the subset  Is ( M ) of  X  ( M ) consisting of the
 realizations isomorphic to  M  is residual in  X  ( M ) .
 2 . 5 . 1 .  T HEOREM .  For a realization M  ( based on  v  )  of a countable language L , M is
 ubiquitous in category if f M is prehomogeneous .
 P ROOF .  Let  T  be the universal theory generated by  M ; hence  X  ( M )  5  Mod v  ( T  ) .
 Suppose first that  M  is ubiquitous in category . Then  EC v ( T  ) and  Is ( M ) are two
 residual subsets of the Baire space  Mod v ( T  ) (Theorem 2 . 3 . 1) . Then their intersection
 is not empty ; hence  M  is an existentially closed model of  T .  Thus all the existential
 n -types realized by  M  are maximal . Let  G  be such an existential  n -type . If  G  is not
 isolated , the subset of  EC v ( T  ) consisting of models  M  omitting  G  is a  G d  set and so
 dense (Lemma 2 . 4 . 7) . As  Is ( M ) is included in the complement of this  G d  and is
 residual , our hypothesis fails . Thus  M  is prehomogeneous (Theorem 2 . 4 . 4) .
 Now suppose that  M  is prehomogeneous . The hypotheses of Lemmas 2 . 4 . 10 and
 2 . 4 . 8 are validated , so the set consisting of models which realize only maximal and
 isolated existential  n -types is a  G d  dense set . These models generate the same universal
 theory as  M  (their 0-types are equal to the 0-type realized by  M ) , they are
 prehomogeneous (Theorem 2 . 4 . 4(iii)) . These models are isomorphic to  M  (Theorem
 2 . 4 . 6) . Therefore  M  is ubiquitous in category .  h
 2 . 6 .  Links with homogeneity .  If the non-logical symbols of  L  are all predicate
 symbols , every realization of  L  is said to be a  relational structure .  We record a few facts
 about these structures , which can be found in [7 ,  13] and in [15 – 17] .
 There are some dif ferences , depending whether or not the number of predicate is
 finite . If the number of predicate symbols is finite , relational structures are also called
 multirelations .  Given a relational structure  M  5  ( E ,  ( R i ) i P I ) ,  the  age A ( M ) of  M  is the
 collection of all finite restrictions of  M ,  considered up to an isomorphism . We write
 M  <  M 9  if  M  is isomorphic to a restriction of  M 9 .
 2 . 6 . 1 .  L EMMA .  A non - empty collection C of finite pairwise non isomorphic relational
 structures of the same type is the age of a countable relational structure if f C satisfies the
 following :
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 (0)  C is countable ;
 (1)  C is  closed under embeddability ( that is ,  ( M  P  C and N  <  M )  é  N  P  C ) ;
 (2)  C is  up-directed ( that is , M 1  P  C , M 2  P  C  é  ' M  P  C , M 1  <  M , M 2  <  M ) .
 The condition (0) is automatically satisfied for multirelations . To every relational
 structure  M ,  we may associate the class  Mod ( M ) of the models of its universal theory .
 Clearly , for every relational structure  M 9 ,  if  A ( M )  Ô  A ( M 9 ) ,  then  M 9  P  Mod ( M ) .  The
 converse holds if  M  is a multirelation or , more generally , if for each integer  n ,  the age
 of  M  contains only finitely many relational structures of size  n  (up to an isomorphism) .
 However , in general , the converse is false , even with the assumption that the age of  M
 is countable , as it will be seen in the next section .
 A class  A  of relational structures has the  amalgamation property  (or (AP)) if for any
 members  R , S  and  T  of  A  and for any embeddings  g  from  R  into  S  and  h  from  R  into
 T ,  there exist a member  U  of  A  and two embeddings  g 9 from  S  into  U  and  h 9 from  T
 into  U  such that  g 9  +  g  5  h 9  +  h .  A relational structure  M  is  homogeneous  if the  finite
 local automorphisms  (isomorphisms between two finite restrictions of  M ) of  M  coincide
 with the finite restrictions of automorphisms of  M .  A relational structure  M  is  rich  (or
 uni y  ersal )  if any denumerable relational structure with the same age as  M  embeds into
 M .  The following results were initially proved by R . Fraı ¨ sse ´  for multirelations (see [8 ,
 Ch . 11 ,  § 1 , pp . 313 – 317]) . A more general treatment was given by B . Jo ´  nsson (see
 [10]) .
 2 . 6 . 2 .  P ROPOSITION .  Two denumerable homogeneous relational structures with the
 same age are isomorphic . Any denumerable homogeneous relational structure is rich .
 2 . 6 . 3 .  T HEOREM .  Let A be a non - empty class of finite relational structures considered
 up to an isomorphism . If A is closed under embedability and countable , then A has
 ( AP ) if f there exists a countable homogeneous relational structure M the age of which is
 A .
 J . F . Pabion has defined the notion of prehomogeneity for multirelations as follows : a
 multirelation  R  is prehomogeneous if , for every finite subset  F  of  R ,  there exists a finite
 subset  G  of  R  such that  F  Ô  G  and every local isomorphism defined on  F  which extends
 to  G  extends to an automorphism of  R .  As shown by Pabion [13 , Proposition 1] a
 denumerable multirelation  M  is prehomogeneous if f each complete  n -type realized by
 M  is generated by an existential  n -formula . By means of Theorem 2 . 4 . 4 , this definition
 is equivalent to ours . However , if Pabion’s definition is extended to relational
 structures with infinitely many predicate symbols , structures satisfying it do not
 necessarily satisfy assertion (ii) of Theorem 2 . 4 . 4 . In fact , homogeneity does not imply
 prehomogeneity for relational structures , as is the case for multirelations .
 We say that a relational structure  M  5  ( E ,  ( R i ) i P I ) is  compactly generated ,  if , for
 every finite subset  F  Ô  E ,  there is a finite subset  J  of  I  such that a map  f  from  F  on  E  is
 a local automorphism of  M  if f  f  is a local automorphism of the reduct  M J  5  ( E ,  ( R i ) i P J ) .
 This amounts to saying that , for every  a$  P  E n ,  the collection of free formulae  w ( x$  ) such
 that  M  X  w ( a$  ) is generated by a single formula . This condition is fulfilled , if , for each  n ,
 the age of  M  contains finitely many relational structures of size  n .  In the sequel , the
 following fact will apply .
 2 . 6 . 4 .  P ROPOSITION .  If a relational structure M is homogeneous and compactly
 generated , then M is prehomogeneous .
 P ROOF .  For each integer  n  and each  n -tuple  a$  ,  let  θ  a$  be a free  n -formula which
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 generates the collection of free formulae  w ( x$  ) such that  M  X  w ( a$  ) .  Since  M  is
 homogeneous , condition (i) of Theorem 2 . 4 . 4 holds .  h
 3 .  A PPLICATION  TO M ETRIC S PACES
 3 . 1 .  Ordinary metric spaces .  We apply the characterization of ubiquity to metric
 spaces . In order to do so , we have to limit ourselves to metric spaces for which the
 distance values belong to a countable subset of non-negative reals . In the sequel , we
 consider one of the following subsets : the set  v  of non-negative integers , the set  Q 1 of
 non-negative rationals , and the set  I n  5  h 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j  with 0  ,  n .  Each of these sets is
 equipped with a monoid operation (the ordinary addition in the two former cases , the
 truncated addition defined by  x  1 n  y  5  min ( x  1  y ,  n ) in the latter case) and natural
 ordering . Let  H  be such a set equipped with this operation that we denote by  1 . We
 denote by  } H , (respectively  } v  H and  1 H ) the class of finite , (respectively countable
 and based on  v  ) corresponding metric spaces over  H .  A map  f  from a metric space
 ( E ,  d )  to another metric space ( E 9 ,  d 9 ) is a  contraction  if  d 9 (  f  ( x ) ,  f  (  y ))  <  d ( x ,  y ) for all
 ( x ;  y )  P  E 2 .  In the case of equality , it is an  isometry .  Each metric space ( E ,  d ) of  } H
 can be viewed as a relational structure ( E ,  ( R a  ) a  P H ) ,  where  R a  5  h ( x ,  y )  P
 E 2  3  d ( x ,  y )  5  a  j .  A map  f  is an isometry from ( E ,  d ) to ( E 9 ,  d 9 ) if f  f  is an embedding
 from ( E ,  ( R a  ) a  P H ) onto ( E 9 ,  R 9 a ) a  P H ) .  This simple fact allows us to use some
 model-theoretic concepts defined in Section 2 .
 3 . 1 . 1 .  L EMMA .  The class  } H  of metric spaces has the amalgamation property .
 P ROOF .  Consider the three metric spaces ( E ,  d ) ,  ( E 1  ,  d 1 ) and ( E 2  ,  d 2 ) such that
 ( E ,  d )  embeds isomorphically by  f 1 in ( E 1  ,  d 1 ) and by  f 2 in ( E 2  ,  d 2 ) .  Without loss of
 generality , we may suppose that both  f 1 and  f 2 are equal to the identity map , and hence
 that  E 1 and  E 2 are extensions of  E  and , moreover ,  E  5  E 1  >  E 2  .
 (1)  Let  E  ?  [ .  Let  d 3 be the distance defined on  E 3  5  E 1  <  E 2 as follows :
 d 3 ( x ,  y )  5  Inf  h d i ( x ,  z )  1  d j ( z ,  y )  3  z  P  E 1  >  E 2 j  if ( x ,  y )  P  E i  3  E j  with  i  ?  j , d 3 ( x ,  y )  5
 d i ( x ,  y )  if ( x ,  y )  P  E
 2
 i  .  Notice that , since  H  is a lattice and  E  is finite , this quantity is
 well defined and belongs to  H .  This map defines a distance on  E 3  5  E 1  <  E 2  .
 (2)  Let  E  5  [ .  Choose  x i  in  E i  and  r  in  H  \ h 0 j .  Let ( E 9 ,  d 9 ) be the metric space in
 which  E 9  5  h x 1  ,  x 2 j  and  d 9 ( x 1  ,  x 2 )  5  r .  According to the previous case , we may
 amalgamate ( E 1  ,  d 1 ) and ( E 9 ,  d 9 ) in ( E 9 1  ,  d 9 1 ) .  Applying this case again , we may
 amalgamate ( E 9 1  ,  d 9 1 ) and ( E 2  ,  d 2 ) .  h
 According to the vocabulary of relations , we say that a metric space is  homogeneous
 if every isometry between two finite subsets extends to an isometry from the whole set
 onto itself .
 3 . 1 . 2 .  T HEOREM .  Among metric spaces o y  er H , there is a unique  ( up to an isometry )
 countable homogeneous metric space in which e y  ery finite metric space can be
 embedded . This space M H embeds e y  ery metric space of  } v  , H  and its orbit Is ( M H )  is a
 residual subset of  1 H (  pro y  ided that we consider the discrete topology on H and the
 topology of simple con y  ergence on  1 H ) .  Hence M H is ubiquitous in category .
 P ROOF .  The set  } H is countable . From this fact and from Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 , the
 hypotheses of Theorem 2 . 6 . 3 are satisfied . Denote by  M H  the corresponding homoge-
 neous metric space . From Proposition 2 . 6 . 2 ,  M H  is unique up to an isometry and
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 embeds every denumerable space of the same age , and thus every denumerable metric
 space over  H .
 (1)  If  H  is one of the sets ( h 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j ,  1 ) ,  we consider the language ,  L H  ,  for which
 the set of predicate symbols is  h r a  3  a  P  H j ,  and the set of function symbols is empty .
 Since the metric space  M H  can be seen as a relational structure ( v  ,  ( R a  ) a  P H ) ,  every
 predicate symbol  r a  is interpreted by the relation  R a  .  Thus  M H  is a realization of the
 language  L H  and we denote by  T H  the universal theory generated by  M H .  The axioms
 of this theory are the following :  r a ( x ,  y )  é  r a (  y ,  x ) , r 0 ( x ,  y )  ï  x  5  y , r a ( x ,  y )  é  — l r a 9 ( x ,  y )
 (for all ( a  ,  a 9 ) such that  a 9  ?  a  ) ,  ( A H ) r 0 ( x ,  y )  ∨  r 1 ( x ,  y )  ∨  ?  ?  ?  ∨  r n ( x ,  y ) ,  and ( IT  )
 ( r a ( x ,  y )  ∧  r a 9 (  y ,  z ))  é  r 0 ( x ,  z )  ∨  r 1 ( x ,  z )  ∨  ?  ?  ?  ∨  r a 0 ( x ,  z )  (for all ( a  ,  a 9 ,  a 0 ) such that
 a  1  a 9  5  a 0 ) .  In this case ,  Mod v  ( T H )  5  1 H . For multirelations , homogeneity implies
 prehomogeneity ; hence , by Theorem 2 . 5 . 1 ,  M H  is ubiquitous in category and  Is ( M H ) is
 residual in  Mod v ( T H ) .
 (2)  In the other cases , since  H  is infinite , some dif ferences appear . We define  L H  and
 T H  in the same way as in (1) , since  H  is infinite , axiom ( A H ) disappears . In case of  Q  1 ,
 the axioms ( IT  ) must be transformed into : ( r a ( x ,  y )  ∧  r a (  y ,  z ))  é  — l r a 0 ( x ,  z ) (for all
 ( a  ,  a 9 ,  a 0 )  such that  a  1  a 9  ,  a 0 ) .  Members of  Mod v ( T v ) are direct sums of metric
 spaces , but members of  Mod v ( T Q ) are more complicated .
 The space  M H  is homogeneous and obviously compactly generated , and so
 prehomogeneous (Proposition 2 . 6 . 4) and ubiquitous in category (Theorem 2 . 5 . 1) .
 Therefore  Is ( M H ) is a residual set of  Mod v  ( T H ) and is included in  1 H . Therefore  1 H is
 a residual subspace of  Mod v ( T H ) and thus a Baire space [2 ,  IX ,  § 5 , No . 3 , Proposition
 5] . For the induced topology ,  Is ( M H ) is residual in  1 H and so is dense . Since  H  is
 provided with the discrete topology , the induced topology and the topology of simple
 convergence coincide on  1 H , proving the theorem .  h
 There are other choices for coding a metric space as a relational structure . This is
 particularly important in the case  H  5  Q ,  since  Mod v  ( T Q ) and the topological
 properties of  1 Q depend strongly on these choices ; in fact , the relational structure
 corresponding to  M Q  may not be prehomogeneous . The existence and a construction of
 M Q  were first discovered by Paul Urysohn [21] , who gave a characteristic property
 analogous to the characteristic property of Rado’s graph (see below) .
 3 . 2 .  Application to graphs .  In this section , we consider only irreflexive and symmetric
 graphs . Every countable and connected graph  G  can be equipped with an obvious
 metric structure  M ( G ) : the distance  d G  between two vertices is the least number of
 edges on a path between these two vertices . Conversely , every metric space  M  in  } v  , v
 or in  } v  can be equipped with a graph structure  G ( M ) by adding an edge between two
 elements whenever the distance between those elements is equal to 1 . Starting with a
 connected graph  G ,  we have  G ( M ( G ))  5  G ; whereas if  M  is a metric space ,
 M ( G ( M ))  5  M  whenever  G ( M ) is connected . This latter condition holds if f  M  satisfies
 the following convexity property :
 (CP)  ; ( x ,  y )  P  E  2 ,  ; (  p ,  q )  P  v  2 ,  ( d ( x ,  y )  <  p  1  q  é  ' z  P  E ,  d ( x ,  z )  <  p ,  d ( z ,  y )  <  q ) .
 3 . 2 . 1 .  P ROPOSITION .  E y  ery metric space in  } v  , v  can be embedded in a metric space
 in  } v  , v  satisfying  (CP) .
 P ROOF .  If  M  5  ( E ,  d ) belongs to  } v  , v  ,  consider the graph  G ( M ) and , for
 each pair of vertices  h x ,  y j ,  add  d ( x ,  y )  2  1 new vertices  y  ( h x ,  y j ,  1) ,
 y  ( h x ,  y j ,  2) ,  .  .  .  ,  y  ( h x ,  y j ,  d ( x ,  y )  2  1)  and the  d ( x ,  y ) new edges  h x ,  y  ( h x ,  y j ,  1) j ,
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 h y  ( h x ,  y j ,  1) ,  y  ( h x ,  y j ,  2) j ,  .  .  .  ,  h y  ( h x ,  y j ,  d ( x ,  y )  2  1) ,  y j .  The resulting graph is
 connected .  h
 The above result also holds for  } v  , H if  H  5  ( h 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j ,  1 ) .  Thus  M H  satisfies (CP)
 and we denote the associated graph by  G v  and  G n .  For example ,  G 1 is the countable
 complete graph  (the set of edges is the set of pairs of vertices) . The graph  G 2 is the
 famous  Rado ’ s graph .  Let us recall that graphs identify with (irreflexive and symmetric)
 binary relations . The class of finite graphs has (AP) and thus there is a countable
 homogeneous graph which embeds all finite graphs . It is called Rado’s graph , and is
 characterized among countable graphs (considered up to an isomorphism) by the
 following property [4] :
 (*)  Given any two finite disjoint vertex subsets  U  and  V ,  there is a vertex  z  connected
 to each vertex in  U  and to none in  V .
 If  H  5  ( h 0 ,  1 ,  2 j ,  1 ) ,  then the triangular inequality is not a constraint , and thus metric
 spaces over  H  identify with graphs and isometries with isomorphisms . Therefore the
 Rado’s graph is isomorphic to  G 2 and the property (*) can be translated into the
 following :
 (**)  Given any two finite disjoint subsets  U  and  V  of elements , there is an element  z  at
 distance 1 to each element in  U  and at distance 2 to each element in  V .
 Notice that this characterization extends to each metric space  M H  (as was done for  M Q
 in [21]) .
 Theorem 3 . 1 . 2 gives a collection of graphs (depending upon our choice of  H ) .  For
 connected graphs ,  G v  plays the same role as the Rado’s graph for arbitrary graphs
 (with isometries instead of isomorphisms) . The relationship between the various graphs
 is described by the following theorem .
 3 . 2 . 2 .  T HEOREM .  (a)  For isometric embeddings , G 1  Õ  G 2  Õ  ?  ?  ?  Õ  G v  .
 (b)  For isomorphic embeddings , G v  Õ  G 2  and , for each n  ?  2 , G n  Õ  G 2  .
 The above result is due to P . J . Cameron and can be found in [3 , pp . 232 – 234] .
 3 . 3 .  Transition systems from a metric point of  y  iew .  Given a set  A ,  the  alphabet ,  a
 transition system o y  er A  is a pair  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) such that  T  Ô  S  3  A  3  S .  Members of  S
 and  T  are called  states  and  transitions  respectively . Given two transition systems
 Q 1  5  ( S 1  ,  T 1 )  and  Q 2  5  ( S 2  , ,  T 2 ) ,  a  morphism  from  Q 1 to  Q 2 is any map  f  from  S 1 to  S 2
 such that ( x ,  a ,  y )  P  T 1  é  (  f  ( x ) ,  a ,  f  (  y ))  P  T 2 .  Transition systems and their morphisms
 constitute an alternative way of discussing binary relational structures and relational
 homomorphisms . In fact , to each transition system  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) over  A  corresponds the
 relational structure ( S ,  ( T a ) a P A ) ,  where  T a  5  h ( x ,  y ) \ ( x ,  a ,  y )  P  T  j ,  and every binary
 relational structure , the relations of which are indexed by  A ,  is of this form . Moreover ,
 morphisms of transition systems correspond exactly to homomorphisms of relational
 structures .
 Let  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) be a transition system . A  path  in  Q  is a sequence  P  5
 x 0 a 1 x 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  x n 2 1 a n x n  ,  where ( x i  ,  a i 1 1 ,  x i 1 1 ) is a transition if  i  ,  n .  The path  P  is  labelled
 with the word  l ( P )  5  a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  a n  ,  the states  i ( P )  5  x 0 and  e ( P )  5  x n  being the  initial  and
 final extremities  of  P .  The sequence  P  5  x 0 is considered as a path and labelled with the
 empty word  ¨  .  For two subsets  I  and  F  of  S ,  let  d Q ( I ,  F  ) be the set  h l ( P ) \ i ( P )  P  I and
 e ( P )  P  F  j .  The triple ( Q ,  I ,  F  ) is called an  automaton  and  d Q ( I ,  F  ) is the  language
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 accepted  by the automaton . If  I  5  h x j  and  F  5  h  y j ,  we will denote it by  d Q ( x ,  y ) .  An
 automaton is said to be  deterministic  if  I  reduces to one state and if , for each state  x
 and for each letter  a ,  there is at most one transition ( x ,  a ,  y ) .  If for each state  x  and for
 each letter  a ,  there is at least one transition ( x ,  a ,  y ) ,  the automaton is said to be
 complete .
 Ubiquity notions for transition systems reduce to the case already studied for
 relational structures . For instance , if  A  is finite , then the class of finite transition
 systems is amalgamable and there is a countable transition system , say  Q 0  ,  which is
 homogeneous (and so ubiquitous in category) and embeds all countable transition
 systems . But transition systems have been invented to recognize  languages  over an
 alphabet  A  (that is , subsets of the set  A * of finite words over  A ) .  For this purpose ,  Q 0
 is not suf ficient . For example , if  A  5  h a j ,  then  Q 0 corresponds to the countable
 homogeneous universal binary relation and the language accepted between two states
 x ,  y  of  Q 0 is of the following form :  A * \ h ¨  j  or  A * \ h a ,  ¨  j  if  x  ?  y , A * or  A * \ h a j  if  x  5  y ;
 whereas languages accepted by finite automata are of the form  h a n  3  n  P  X  j , X  being an
 eventually periodic subset of  v .
 To take languages into account , we consider transition systems from a metric point
 of view : each transition system  Q  is the kind of metric space for which the distance
 between two states  x  and  y  is the language  d Q ( x ,  y ) accepted by the automaton
 ( Q ,  h x j ,  h  y j ) .  In order to make this point of view work , we equip the collection  P ( A *)
 of languages with an operation and an order . If  x  and  y  are two words , we denote by
 x  1  y  (instead of the more common notation  x  ?  y ) the word obtained by writing  y  at
 the right-hand side of  x .  With this operation ,  A * is a monoid (in fact , the free monoid
 generated by  A ) and the empty word is its neutral element . This monoid structure can
 be extended to  P ( A *) by setting  X  1  Y  5  h x  1  y  3  x  P  X  and  y  P  Y j  and 0  5  h ¨  j . If  L  is a
 language , the minimal set (for inclusion) embedding  h ¨  j  <  L  and closed under  1 is
 denoted by  L * .  We order languages by the reverse of inclusion , by setting  X  <  Y  if
 Y  Ô  X .  The structure  U  5  ( P ( A *) ,  1 ,  < ) is , as an ordered set , a complete lattice : for a
 subset  U 9 ,  the join  %  U 9 is the intersection and the meet  :  U 9 is the union . The
 monoid operation preserves the order relation  < . Moreover , the distributivity
 condition  :  1  1  :  U 2  5  :  h X  1  Y  / X  P  U 1  ,  Y  P  U 2 j  is satisfied .
 3 . 3 . 1 .  P ROPOSITION .  Let S be a set and d be a map from S  3  S into U . This map is of
 the form d Q for some transition system Q  5  ( S ,  T  )  if f it satisfies the following properties :
 (1)  d ( x ,  y )  <  0  ï  x  5  y ;
 (2)  d ( x ,  y )  <  d ( x ,  z )  1  d ( z ,  y )  for all x , y , z in S ;
 (3)  d ( x ,  y )  <  h y  j  1  h w j  é  ' z  P  S ,  d ( x ,  z )  <  h y  j ,  d ( z ,  y )  <  h w j  for all x , y in S ;  y  , w in
 A * .
 If these conditions are fulfilled , then T  5  h ( x ,  a ,  y )  P  S  3  A  3  S  / a  P  d ( x ,  y ) j .
 P ROOF .  The necessity of the three conditions is obvious . Conversely , set  T  5
 h ( x ,  a ,  y )  P  S  3  A  3  S  3  a  P  d ( x ,  y ) j  and  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) .  Conditions 1 and 2 lead to
 d ( x ,  y )  <  d Q ( x ,  y ) .  The converse inequality is obtained with condition (3) by induction
 on the length of words belonging to  d ( x ,  y ) .  h
 Let  k U ,  1 ,  0 l  be an ordered monoid the order  <  of which is a complete lattice . A set
 S  endowed with a map  d  from  U  into  S 2 satisfying conditions (1) and (2) is a  metric
 space o y  er U  and  d  is a  distance .  We do not refer to  d  if there is no possibility of
 confusion . Let ( S ,  d ) and ( S 9 ,  d 9 ) be two metric spaces . A map  f  from  S  to  S 9 is a
 contraction  if  d 9 (  f  ( x ) ,  f  (  y ))  <  d ( x ,  y ) for all ( x ,  y ) in  S .  Metric spaces and their
 contractions form a category , which has products . The  product of a family  ( S i ) i P I  of
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 metric spaces indexed by a non-empty set  I  is the direct product  p  h ( S i  / i  P  I j  endowed
 with the sup-distance  d ( x ,  y )  5  %  h d i ( x i  ,  y i ) / i  P  I j .  Homomorphisms of transition syst-
 ems correspond to contractions of metric spaces . In particular , the metric space
 associated with the product of transition systems is the product of metric spaces
 associated with each transition system .
 I . G . Rosenberg and the first author introduced in [18] another generalization of the
 concept of metric space . For this definition , the set  U  is provided with an involutive
 order automorphism , which transforms  d (  y ,  x ) to  d ( x ,  y ) .
 The set  P ( A *) of languages over  A  can also be equipped with a distance . Let
 d U  :  P ( A *)  3  P ( A *)  5  U  be defined by  d U ( X ,  Y )  5  h w  P  A * / Y  <  X  1  h w jj ; that is , the
 set of all words  w  such that , for each word  u  in  X ,  the concatenation of  x  and  w  belongs
 to  Y .  Let  d U  be defined by  d U ( X ,  Y )  5  d U ( X ,  Y ) if  X  5  Y , d U ( X ,  Y )  5  d U ( X ,  Y ) \ h ¨  j  if
 X  ?  Y .  If  X  reduces to a word  y   of length  p ,  then  d U ( h y  j ,  Y ) is also known as a
 deri y  ati y  e of order p of Y  [1 ,  Ch .  2 ,  § 3 ,  p .  28] .
 3 . 3 . 2 .  P ROPOSITION .  Put T U  5  h ( X ,  a ,  Y )  P  P ( A *)  3  A  3  P ( A *)  3  a  P  d U ( X ,  Y ) j  and
 Q U  5  ( P ( A *) ,  T U ) . Then d u is the distance associated with the transition system Q U . If
 ( E ,  d ) is a metric space o y  er U , then d ( x ,  y )  5  %  h d U ( d ( z ,  x ) ,  d ( z ,  y ))  3  z  P  E j  and so E
 embeds isometrically into U E .
 P ROOF .  First check that  d U  satisfies the condition (3) of Proposition 3 . 3 . 1 . Assume
 that  d U ( X ,  Y )  <  h y  j  1  h w j  for some  X , Y  in  P ( A *) and some  y  , w  in  A * \ h ¨  j .  Setting
 Z  5  X  1  h y  j ,  we obtain  d U ( X ,  Z )  <  h y  j  and  d U ( Z ,  Y )  <  h w j .  Hence  d U  is the distance
 associated with the transition system  Q U .  Let  E  be a metric space over  U .  Put
 d x ( z )  5  d ( z ,  x ) .  As  d ( x ,  y )  5  d U ( d ( x ,  x ) ,  d ( x ,  y )) ,  the map which to each element  x
 associates the function  d x  is an isometry .  h
 For our purpose , we now assume that  A  is finite . Languages accepted by finite
 automata are said to be  rational ,  and can be characterized as languages admitting a
 finite number of derivatives . For each rational language  L ,  there is an automaton with
 a minimal number of states (those are exactly the derivatives of  L ) which accepts  L .
 This automaton is deterministic and complete and called the  minimal automaton of L .
 This result is known as Kleene’s theorem . For the properties of rational languages cited
 above and below , see , for example , [1 , Ch . 2 ,  §§ 3 and 5] .
 Two distances can be considered on the set  Rat  of rational languages . The first is the
 restriction of the map  d U  to  Rat  3  Rat .  The second is the distance associated with the
 transition system induced on the set of states  Rat  by  Q U .  Since for each rational
 language  X ,  and for each word  y  ,  the language  X  1  h y  j  is also rational , condition (3) of
 Proposition 3 . 3 . 1 is satisfied by the first distance . Consequently , the two distances
 coincide . Moreover , if  Y  is rational , the language  d U ( h x j ,  Y ) is obviously rational
 (consider , for example , the minimal automaton) and there is a finite number of
 languages of this type . Since  Rat  is closed under finite intersection , it follows that
 d U ( X ,  Y )  is rational . As a metric space ,  Rat  is a prototypal example of a  rational space ;
 that is , a space with all distance values rational . We denote by  } Rat (respectively ,
 } v  , Rat ) the class of finite (respectively , countable) rational metric spaces .
 Not every language is as a distance value . Since every metric space embeds
 isometrically into the metric space associated to a transition system (Proposition 3 . 3 . 2) ,
 distance values which occur in metric spaces and in transition systems are the same and
 hence they are the languages  L  such that  ¨  ¸  L  or  L  5  L * .  As shown below , the
 rational languages  L  satisfying this condition are exactly the distance values occurring
 in finite transition systems .
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 3 . 3 . 3 .  L EMMA .  Let L be the language accepted by an automaton Q  5  (( S ,  T  ) ,  I ,  F  ) .
 If  ¨  ¸  L or L  5  L * , then there is an automaton Q 9  5  (( S 9 ,  T  9 ) ,  h x j  h  y j )  such that
 S 9  5  S  <  h x ,  y j , T  Ô  T  9 , d Q 9 ( x ,  y )  5  L and , moreo y  er , d Q 9 ( x ,  x )  5  d Q 9 (  y ,  y )  5  [ ,
 whene y  er  ¨  ¸  L .
 P ROOF .  Put  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) .  Consider the transition system  Q 9  5  ( S 9 ,  T  9 ) defined as
 follows :
 (1)  Let  ¨  ¸  L .  Then  I  >  F  5  [ .  Add two new states  x  and  y  to  S .  Set  S 9  5  S  <  h x ,  y j .
 Consider  T  9  5  T  <  h ( x ,  a ,  z 9 )  3  ' z  P  I ,  ( z ,  a ,  z 9 )  P  T  j  <  h ( z ,  a ,  y )  3  ' z 9  P  F ,  ( z ,  a ,  z 9 )  P
 T  j  <  h ( x ,  a ,  y )  3  ' z  P  I ,  ' z 9  P  F ,  ( z ,  a ,  z 9 )  P  T  j .  Clearly , the transition system  Q 9 sat-
 isfies  d ) Q 9 ( x ,  y )  5  L  and from the construction  d Q 9 ( x ,  x )  5  d Q 9 (  y ,  y )  5  [ .
 (2)  Let  L  5  L * .  Set  x  5  y  and apply the same construction as in (1) . Clearly ,
 d Q 9 ( x ,  y )  <  L .  For the converse , let  u  be a word belonging to  d Q 9 ( x ,  x ) .  If  x  appears
 only at the extremities of a path labelled by  u ,  then  u  belongs to  L .  Since  L  5  L * ,  the
 same result holds if  u  is any sum of such words .  h
 For a transition system  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) and a subset  F  of  S ,  we denote by  Q F  the
 transition system induced on  F  by  Q ,  and by  d F  the corresponding distance . We
 consider the following metric hierarchy of transition systems .
 3 . 3 . 4 .  D EFINITION .  A transition system  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) is  discrete  if :
 ; x ,  y  P  S ,  ' H  finite such that  h x ,  y j  Ô  H  Ô  S  and  d Q ( x ,  y )  5  d H ( x ,  y ) .
 This condition is equivalent to :  ; F  finite ,  ' H  finite such that  F  Ô  H  Ô  S  and
 ; x ,  y  P  F , d Q ( x ,  y )  5  d H ( x ,  y ) .
 A transition system  Q  5  ( S ,  T  ) is an  isometric limit  if :
 ; F  finite ,  ' H  finite such that  F  Ô  H  Ô  S  and  ; x ,  y  P  H , d Q ( x ,  y )  5  d H ( x ,  y ) .
 Isometric limit implies discrete , which implies rational . The notion of the isometric
 limit has been introduced by J . Pach for graphs in [14] ( isometrically constructible
 graphs) and his paper contains an example of a countable graph which is not an
 isometric limit .
 3 . 3 . 5 .  P ROPOSITION .  Let M  5  ( E ,  d )  be a rational metric space . E y  ery subset F of E
 can be isometrically embedded in an extension g ( F  )  such that  :
 (1)  g ( [ )  5  [  and g ( F  )  5  !  h g ( K )  3  K  Ô  F and  u K u  <  2 j ;
 (2)  the metric space g ( F  )  is associated to a transition system , which is finite if F is finite .
 Consequently , e y  ery rational metric space embeds isometrically into the metric space
 associated with an isometric limit transition system .
 P ROOF .  Let ( x ,  y ) be in  E 2 .  By definition ,  d ( x ,  y ) is rational , and hence accepted by
 a finite automaton  Q ( x ,  y )  5  (( S ( x ,  y ) ,  T  ( x ,  y )) ,  I ( x ,  y ) ,  F  ( x ,  y )) .  By Lemma 3 . 3 . 3 , we
 can suppose that  I ( x ,  y )  5  h x j , F  ( x ,  y )  5  h  y j  and , if  x  ?  y , d Q ( x ,y ) ( x ,  x )  5  d Q ( x ,y ) (  y ,  y )  5
 [ .  One can choose  h S ( x ,  y )  3  ( x ,  y )  P  E 2 j  such that  S ( x ,  y )  >  E  5  h x j  <  h  y j ,  and
 S ( x ,  y )  >  ( S ( x 9 ,  y 9 )  5  ( h x j  <  h  y j )  >  ( h x 9 j  <  h  y 9 j )  if ( x ,  y )  ?  ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) .  For every subset  F  of
 E ,  consider the transition system  q ( F  )  5  ( !  h S ( x ,  y )  3  ( x ,  y )  P  F  2 j ,  !  h T  ( x ,  y )  3  ( x ,  y )  P
 F  2 j )  and  g ( F  ) ,  the corresponding metric space .
 For any ( x ,  y ) in  F  2 , d q ( E ) ( x ,  y )  <  d q ( F  ) ( x ,  y )  <  d ( x ,  y ) .  Let  u  be a word belonging to
 d q ( E ) ( x ,  y ) .  If a path labelled by  u  meets  E  only at its extremities  x , y ,  then , by
 construction ,  u  belongs to  d Q ( x ,y ) ( x ,  y )  5  d ( x ,  y ) .  By triangular inequality , the same
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 result holds for any word in  d q ( E ) ( x ,  y ) .  Thus  d q ( E ) ( x ,  y )  5  d q ( F  ) ( x ,  y )  5  d ( x ,  y ) .  Now
 consider ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) in  q ( F  ) 2 .  Let  u  be a word belonging to  d q ( E ) ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) .  If a path labelled
 by  u  meets  E  at most at one of its extremities , then  u  belongs to  d q ( F  ) ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) .  If a path
 labelled by  u  meets  E  for the first time at  x  and for the last time at  y ,  then  x  and  y
 belong to  F  by construction . So  u  5  u 9 y  u 0  and  u 9  P  d q ( F  ) ( x 9 ,  x ) , u 0  P  d q ( F  ) (  y ,  y 9 ) ,
 y  P  d q ( E ) ( x ,  y )  5  d q ( F  ) ( x ,  y ) .  Finally ,  u  belongs to  d q ( F  ) ( x 9 ,  y 9 ) .  h
 We denote by  1 R a t  the class of metric spaces which are associated with a discrete
 transition system and based on  v .  Since  Rat  is denumerable , each metric space ( E ,  d )
 of  } R a t  can be viewed as a relational structure ( E ,  ( R L ) L P Rat ) ,  where  R L  5  h ( x ,  y )  P
 E 2  3  d ( x ,  y )  5  L j .
 3 . 3 . 6 .  L EMMA .  The class  } R a t has the amalgamation property .
 P ROOF .  The proof is the same as for Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 . Note that since we deal with
 finite metric spaces , the distance defined in Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 takes only rational values ;
 also note that for the case  E 1  >  E 2  5  [ ,  it suf fices to consider  r  5  [ .  h
 3 . 3 . 7 .  T HEOREM .  The countable , homogeneous  ( and unique up to an isometry )
 metric space M R a t in which e y  ery finite rational metric space can be isometrically
 embedded is ubiquitous in category . This space M R a t embeds e y  ery metric space of
 } v  , Rat  and the orbit Is ( M Rat )  is a residual subset of  1 Rat , pro y  ided that we consider the
 discrete topology on Rat and the topology of simple con y  ergence on  1 R a t . This metric
 space M R a t is associated with an isometric limit transition system which embeds
 isometrically all countable rational transition systems .
 P ROOF .  The existence and the topological properties of  M R a t  can be proved in the
 same way as for  M H  in Theorem 3 . 1 . 2 . If  F  is a finite metric subspace of  M R a t  then , by
 Proposition 3 . 3 . 5 ,  F  can be isometrically embedded in a finite transition system . By
 homogeneity of  M R a t  ,  there exists a corresponding extension  H  of  F .  Thus  M R a t  satisfies
 condition (3) of Proposition 3 . 3 . 1 , and is so associated with a transition system  Q R a t
 which is an isometric limit .  h
 3 . 4 .  An uni y  ersal transition system .  Ja ´  nos Pach in [14] gives the following construction
 of a metric space (over  v  ) which embeds all metric spaces of  1 v  .  Consider the set  P v  of
 all restrictions on some initial segments  I n  5  h 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j  ( n  ,  v  ) of all metric spaces
 belonging to  1 v  .  Set ( I m  ,  d )  < P  ( I n  ,  d 9 ) if  m  <  n  and  d  is the restriction of  d 9 at  I m  3  I m .
 Define a graph  G P  on the set  P v  in the following way : ( I m  ,  d ) and ( I n  ,  d 9 ) are connected
 by an edge if they are comparable for  < P and the distance between  m  and  n  is equal to
 1 . The graph  G P  so obtained embeds isometrically every countable and connected
 graph [14] . Is this structure homogeneous? The answer is negative . Consider the two
 structures :
 0——2——1
 0
 ÖÑ 1 —— 2
 There is only one structure connected to these two , so any isometry which maps two
 opposite vertices of a square in  G P  on these two elements cannot be extended to the
 whole square . Thus  G P  is not homogeneous and so not ubiquitous in category . Also
 note that in the case  H  5  ( h 0 ,  1 ,  2 j ,  1 )) ,  this construction leads to a metric space which
 does not belong to  } v  , H .
 For the case of  H  5  Rat ,  consider the space  P R a t  consisting of rational metric spaces
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 based on some  I n .  Define  < P  as before and say that (( I m  ,  d ) ,  a ,  ( I n  ,  d 9 )) is a transition if
 ( I m  ,  d ) is comparable with ( I n  ,  d 9 ) and  a  P  d 9 ( m ,  n ) if  m  <  n ,  or  a  P  d ( m ,  n ) otherwise .
 Let  Q P  be the resulting transition system and let  M P  5  ( P R a t  ,  d P ) be the corresponding
 metric space .
 3 . 4 . 1 .  P ROPOSITION .  The transition system Q P is discrete and embeds isometrically
 e y  ery rational and countable transition system .
 P ROOF .  Let  M  5  ( v  ,  d M ) be a rational metric space associated with a transition
 system  Q ; we denote by  f M  the map from  v  into  P R a t  such that  f M ( n ) is the restriction to
 I n  of  M .  Note that (  f M ( m ) ,  a ,  f M ( n )) is a transition if f  a  belongs to  d M ( m ,  n ) and thus
 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths of  M  and the paths of  f M ( M ) .
 Thus  f M  is a contraction and  d M ( m ,  n ) describes all finite paths between  f M ( m ) and
 f M ( n )  which belong to  f M ( M ) and , more generally , all finite paths between  f M ( m ) and
 f M ( n )  which belong to  f M 9 ( M 9 ) for all rational metric spaces  M 9 such that  f M ( m ) and
 f M ( n )  belong to  f M 9 ( M 9 ) .  We claim that  d M ( m ,  n )  <  d P (  f M ( m ) ,  f M ( n )) for every  M  as
 above and all integers  m ,  n : a fact that we will now prove by reduction  ad absurdum .
 Consider a word  u  of minimal length such that  u  P  d P (  f M ( m ) ,  f M ( n )) \ d M ( m ,  n ) for
 some  M , m , n .  The word  u  decomposes into  u  5  u 0 u 1  ?  ?  ?  u k 2 1 ,  where  u i  is the label of
 a path included in an infinite chain  C i  which , by Proposition 3 . 3 . 5 , can be supposed to
 be the image of some  M i  5  ( v  ,  d i ) associated with an isometric limit transition system .
 The two extremities ,  X i  and  X i 1 1 ,  of such a path are the images of integers  x i  and  x i 1 1
 such that  d i ( x i  ,  x i 1 1 ) contains  u i  .  (Note that according to our previous observation ,  k
 must be at least equal to 2) . Clearly , there exists an integer  i  such that  f M ( m ) , f M ( n )
 and  X i  belongs to the same chain ; in fact ,  f  ( M i ) or  f  ( M ) .  The word  y  5  u 0  ?  ?  ?  u i 2 1 is
 shorter than  u  and belongs to  d p (  f M ( m ) ,  X i ) .  Since  f  ( M i ) or  f  ( M ) contains  f M ( m ) and
 X i  ,  it follows from our assumption that  y   belongs to the distance between  m  and  x i  in
 M i  (if  m ,  n  <  x i ) or in  M  (otherwise) . The same holds for  u i  ?  ?  ?  u k 2 1  P  d P ( X i  ,  f  ( n )) .
 The triangular inequality shows us that  u  belongs to  d M ( m ,  n ) .  This contradiction
 proves that  d M ( m ,  n )  5  d P (  f M ( m ) ,  f M ( n )) .  Thus the distance between two comparable
 states of  Q P  is the same as the distance in a finite restriction of  Q P .  Finally , since two
 incomparable elements have only finitely many common lower bounds (possibly 0) ,  Q P
 is discrete .
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